
 

  

 

 

Creating a Coaching Bug 

I have talked for years about the benefits of reading widely, especially outside of 

our immediate profession of coaching. Reading outside the box teaches us so 

much.  Knowledge and ideas from other fields can help our own.   I find researching 

and reflecting on new ideas really exciting so that I am both indulging myself as 

well as exploring some really helpful concepts.   In this particular case, it has also 

made me realised why I started my business! 

Many organisations and businesses such as advertising, marketing and the gov-

ernment look to cutting edge science to help them shape and influence society.   

Believe it or not, the fields of “Computational Science”, “Evolutionary Psychology” 

and other little known areas within the Social Sciences, hold amazing knowledge 

that is very relevant also to coaching. 

So this article will look specifically at “Memes” and “Social Contagion Theory” and 

how this links to building a “Coaching Tribe”.   

Don’t worry - it’s not dry, boring and difficult to understand, but it is thought pro-

voking!  

If you haven’t heard of a “meme”, it’s an idea, behaviour or style that spreads from 

person to person within a culture.  In some ways it’s almost like a gene.    It can be 

used to explain political revolutions, urban legends, chain letters and consumer 

behaviour.  (Our clients of course are consumers of coaching.)   

Memes are used in advertising.  For example, we immediately know which choco-

late bar helps you “work, rest and play” or which soft drink “is it”.   This ‘knowing’ 

is down to a meme.   

Social Contagion Theory can be understood as being on the flip side of the coin to 

memes. It refers to the spread of an activity or mood from person to person 

throughout a group. Research is building to show how attitudes, affects (moods), 

beliefs and behaviours can indeed spread through populations almost like an infec-



 

  

 

tion!  Studies show how Social Contagion Theory can spread rapidly from things 

like happiness to smoking and from food consumption to tastes in books and mu-

sic.  

There are other theories and ideas to explain all this – you might have heard of Ru-

pert Sheldrake’s work on Morphogenic  Field Theory or the Hundredth Monkey Ef-

fect.    I am sure there are many others. 

Social Contagion Theory also helps explain why group work in general is so effec-

tive.  When people start seeing others share their dreams and admit their chal-

lenges, they relax and feel safe to do the same.  Apparently this is called “Dis-

inhibition Theory” (yes, that’s the last big word).   Staying with the virus metaphor, 

it’s a bit like “catching a dose of courage and authenticity”.  And in the same way, if 

during a workshop, Discovery Party or group coaching they see someone else shar-

ing or signing up to some coaching or booking a party, they are more likely to do 

the same. 

I have been quite frustrated in recent years about how slow it has been for society 

to “catch the coaching bug”.  It’s such a brilliant bug to catch!  I believe Coaching 

has a pure heart with a core purpose of helping people fulfil potential, unlock wis-

dom, realise dreams and improve performance.  Society right now really needs to 

catch that bug, as we are faced with so many difficulties and challenges.  I know 

many coaches who have been truly infected with the coaching bug.  

Yet I wonder how many of your direct friends, colleagues and family have been in-

fected too?  I have to say I don’t see many around me despite my enthusiasm for it 

over many years …..     Catching this bug, seems to require several ‘touches’.   Peo-

ple need to be talking to others who have been touched by it – preferably to those 

who have also had a personal experience of coaching. 

The last 10 years or so has seen coaches working very hard to raise awareness of 

coaching, create a craze and get coaching into the lives of people.  We have been 

trying to create a culture of coaching that includes business, the Health Service, 

Education, Social Services amongst others.  Methods have included blogging, 

tweeting, ezines and of course writing loads of books.    Yet I’m not sure convinced 



 

  

 

it is reaching the man or woman on the street in the same way as, for example, is 

happening with iPhones,  Facebook or Zumba. 

If you look at Social Contagion Theory, it is underpinned by transmission by touch 

or contact. Sometimes a simple exposure may be sufficient for this transmission to 

occur, according to Paul Marsden*.  Yet I question whether people are having 

enough real contact with coaching, for it to “infect” or “transmit”.  

I suggest the following would really help grow the coaching profession: 

- We need to create some positive coaching “memes” which spread and that 

people immediately recognise and relate to coaching. 

- We need to draw on Social Contagion Theory to help us transmit those 

“coaching memes” so that society becomes infected with the coaching bug … 

and it is a bug with good intentions! 

- We need to create our own ‘Tribe’.    These are people who we associate 

with a lot who are as enthusiastic as we are about coaching and help spread 

the word.☺  These are people who are infected by the bug and passionate 

about what it can offer. 

- We need to develop social networks where personal development/coaching 

is a part of the norm, available and acceptable for everyone. 

 

This is why I created ‘Discovery Party’ and it’s taken me a while to develop the the-

ory that underpins the business,  but I can finally say that Discovery Party aims to 

create a way of spreading the coaching bug to individuals, neighbourhoods and 

communities and around the world in way that really touches people! 

People visit their friends’ homes and enjoy Life Coaching games, have fun and chat 

over a bottle of wine … what could be better? 

Barash (2011) discussing Social Contagion Theory states “Rumors, fads, and opin-

ions can spread through social networks like wildfire, “infecting” individuals until 

they become the norm” 

I want coaching to “become the norm”. 



 

  

 

If we could spread a “coaching meme” using Social Contagion Theory, we would 

have to work much less on marketing ourselves.  Coaching would become as much 

a part of everyday life as going the GP, taking the car to the garage or going to the 

gym. 

Culture doesn’t change by people being “told” about something or being told what 

to do. And it rarely changes through social policy and law making☺  It changes by 

people being touched by something, in this case coaching.  It becomes so relevant 

that they get ‘infected’ by it.   Change happens from conversations between friends 

and colleagues, by increasing understanding in simple ways, by making it accessible 

and affordable, by creating excitement and buzz, and as a response to need. 

So my challenge to you is to ponder these questions: 

- What would be a good “meme” for coaching? 

- How might we spread the coaching bug in an easier, faster, more infectious 

way? 

- How can we ‘touch’ people face to face rather than only using virtual tech-

nology? 

- How can we integrate marketing into our work so that it enhances it rather 

than being another job added to our already over full working week?   

 

If you have any thoughts or want to discuss these ideas further, please feel free to 

get in touch via the website www.discoveryparty.co.uk or tweet me 

@partydiscovery 
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